INSTRUCTIONS and DIRECTIONS FOR USE

The Chemocap Must Be Used According To The Following Protocol

Establishing The Time-Frame For Chemocap Rentals and Chemocap Returns

The Chemocaps should be rented one (1) day prior to the scheduled chemotherapy treatment and returned one (1) day following chemotherapy treatment. The time-frame between renting and returning the Chemocaps is a total of 3 days.

Preparing For Chemotherapy Treatment

- On the evening prior to the scheduled chemotherapy treatment: seal each Chemocap in a plastic freezer bag and place in a freezer for a **minimum of 12 hours** the night before the scheduled appointment for chemotherapy treatment.

- On the scheduled treatment day: transport the Chemocaps to your chemotherapy appointment in a cooler with DRY ICE or with small frozen water bottles placed in the freezer along with the Chemocaps the night before the treatment.

- Bring with you a comfortable sweater and your favorite soft blanket to keep warm during chemotherapy treatments.

- Bring a friend or relative with you to assist you in changing the Chemocaps quickly and efficiently in a timely manner.
Instructions and Directions For Use

• Use a moist shower cap under the Chemocap (1 moist shower cap is needed for the entire treatment) and insert cotton strips between your skin and the cap to prevent frost bites especially around the forehead and the ears.

• Secure the strap around the chin and if necessary use strips of cloth (as shown in the protocol images) and wrap them around the Chemocap to ensure a proper contact with the scalp for a snug and comfortable fit (see images above).

• Have a friend or relative present to assist you in changing the Chemocaps quickly and efficiently every 40 minutes.

• Wear the FIRST Chemocap 20 minutes before chemotherapy begins and keep the LAST Chemocap on your head for a minimum of 20 minutes after chemotherapy infusion has ended.

• Following each chemotherapy treatment DO NOT wash your hair for a period of 7 consecutive days. Afterward wash your hair once a week with lukewarm (room temperature) water using a mild shampoo. DO NOT use a conditioner.

Contraindications

The Chemocap is NOT TO BE USED when cancer is located near the neck or near the head area or in cases of small cell cancers such as leukemia.

Cleaning Instructions

• Gently wipe each Chemocap with a damp cloth using a small amount of mild soap.

• DO NOT soak or submerge the chemocaps in water or in any other liquid.

• After cleansing allow the caps to dry before resealing them in a freezer plastic bag and replacing them in the freezer.

• AVOID FLAT STORAGE: use the insert provided with each Chemocap to maintain the shape of the cap structural integrity.

Our objective is to provide excellent service and support. Please feel free to email us with your feedbacks and suggestions.